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  Getting the Love You Want Harville Hendrix,2001
I know of no better guide for couples who
genuinely desire a maturing relationship.M. Scott
Peck, author of The Road Less Traveled A
remarkable bookthe most incisive and persuasive I
have ever read on the knotty problems of marriage
relationships. Ann Roberts, former president,
Rockefeller Family Fund
  I Don't Want a Divorce Dr. David Clarke,William
G. Clarke,2009-09-01 What could be good about a
bad marriage? The good news is, you can get beyond
that old marriage and its destructive habits, and
build a brand-new one with the same spouse. And
you can do it in just 90 days, even if only one
spouse is committed to change. Thousands of
couples in marriages that are on the brink will
never enter a therapist's office, and for others
it's too late by the time they do agree to come.
But for more than 20 years, David Clarke has seen
marriages turn around in just 12 weeks. Here he
takes his 90-day plan and presents it using humor,
Scripture, and personal stories to help couples
turn difficult marriages into great ones. Whether
the issue is communication, the kids, negative
attitudes, or even serious sin, Clarke's
personalized approach will put readers on the road
to a great marriage.
  True Love Dates Debra K. Fileta,2013-10-08 It is
possible to find true love through dating. In True
Love Dates, Debra Fileta encourages singles not to
kiss dating goodbye but instead to experience a
season of dating as a way to find real love.
Through powerful, real-life stories and Fileta's
personal journey, this book offers profound
insights from the expertise of a professional
counselor. Christians are looking for answers to
finding true love. They are disillusioned with the
church that has provided little practical
application in the area of love and relationships.
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They're bombarded by Christian books that shun
dating, idolize courting, fixate on spirituality,
and in the end, offer little real relationship
help. True Love Dates provides honest help for
dating by providing a guide into vital
relationship essentials. Debra is a professional
Christian counselor who reaches millions with her
popular blog, Truelovedates.com, and her book
offers sound advice grounded in Christian
spirituality. She delivers insight, direction, and
counsel when it comes to entering the world of
dating and learning to do it right the first time
around. Drawing on the stories and struggles of
hundreds of young men and women who have pursued
the search for true love, Fileta helps readers
bypass unnecessary pain while focusing on the
things that really matter in the world of dating.
  The Proper Care and Feeding of Marriage Dr.
Laura Schlessinger,Laura Schlessinger,2007-01-02
In the long-awaited follow-up to her
groundbreaking, million-copy bestseller The Proper
Care and Feeding of Husbands, Dr. Laura now
focuses on how men and women need to understand
and appreciate the uniqueness of masculinity and
femininity; what the best ways to relate,
caretake, and nurture each other are; and how to
bring a marriage back from the brink of disaster.
Dr. Laura asserts that in order to produce and
sustain a wonderfully satisfying marriage, spouses
must recognize and appreciate the polarity between
the masculine and the feminine. Both husband and
wife have power in the relationship, and each
needs to realize this in order to ensure personal
satisfaction. Using real-life examples from her
call-in radio show, and giving real-life
solutions, Dr. Laura focuses on the typical
mistakes made by men and women in their
relationships and shows how marriages can not only
survive but thrive.
  The Seven Principles for Making Marriage Work
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John Gottman, PhD,Nan Silver,2015-05-05 NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLER • Over a million copies sold! “An
eminently practical guide to an emotionally
intelligent—and long-lasting—marriage.”—Daniel
Goleman, author of Emotional Intelligence The
Seven Principles for Making Marriage Work has
revolutionized the way we understand, repair, and
strengthen marriages. John Gottman’s unprecedented
study of couples over a period of years has
allowed him to observe the habits that can
make—and break—a marriage. Here is the culmination
of that work: the seven principles that guide
couples on a path toward a harmonious and long-
lasting relationship. Straightforward yet
profound, these principles teach partners new
approaches for resolving conflicts, creating new
common ground, and achieving greater levels of
intimacy. Gottman offers strategies and resources
to help couples collaborate more effectively to
resolve any problem, whether dealing with issues
related to sex, money, religion, work, family, or
anything else. Packed with new exercises and the
latest research out of the esteemed Gottman
Institute, this revised edition of The Seven
Principles for Making Marriage Work is the
definitive guide for anyone who wants their
relationship to attain its highest potential.
  How Marriages Survive James E. Moffett
Sr.,Frances L. Moffett,2024-01-23 Several factors
cause decision blunders in marriage, including
ineffective communication and psychological
defense mechanisms such as denial, projection and
identification, and believing personalities will
change. How Marriages Survive provides wise
guidance to help couples navigate through and even
avoid these blunders. Every couple can benefit by
understanding and practicing the valuable
principles taught in this book.
  7 Days to a Stronger Marriage Ashley Willis,Dave
Willis,2016-12-01 7 Days to a Stronger Marriage
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(Husbands Edition & Wives Edition) outlines a
proven plan that could revolutionize the
communication, sexual intimacy, trust, connection,
commitment and overall happiness in your marriage.
Dave and Ashley Willis (Founders of
StrongerMarriages.com) have drawn from timeless
Biblical principles, cutting-edge relationship
research and their own experiences working with
couples from all over the world to create a
weeklong interactive experience for married
couples unlike any other resource you've seen.
Both editions of this book offer a daily reading
full of inspiring real-life stories, humor,
practical applications, insightful research and
Biblical principles. The Husbands Edition and
Wives Edition of the book share many of the same
stories and illustrations, but each edition also
holds a significant amount of unique content
crafted specifically to husbands and specifically
to wives. Each book also contains a section for
daily journaling, a daily activity meant to be
completed together.
  The Four Laws of Love Jimmy Evans,2020-02-11 The
Four Laws of Love represents the culmination of
Jimmy Evans’ influential career. In this deeply
personal book, Jimmy Evans outlines the
foundational pillars upon which God designed
marriage. Without holding back, he tells the story
of his own marriage, which was hurtling toward
divorce until this self-proclaimed “bad husband”
came to recognize and put into practice these four
laws. This book sounds a wake-up call for every
kind of marriage, including those that are barely
surviving and those that seem to operate on
autopilot. Couples who follow these simple
guidelines ― recognizing the original intent and
purpose of marriage―will inject new life into
their unions. They’ll see hurting marriages find
healing and watch good marriages become great.
Each revitalized relationship will play a part in
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restoring marriage to its sacred role at the
center of human civilization.
  101 Tips for Marrying the Right Person Jennifer
Roback Morse,Betsy Kerekes,2016-10-10 Are you
confused about how to find your true love? Do you
want to work on a current dating relationship,
preparing it for engagement and marriage? Packed
into 101 bite-sized suggestions, 101 Tips for
Marrying the Right Person is the help you need to
approach dating with confidence and joy, while at
the same time helping you become the best, most
marriage-ready version of yourself. Jennifer
Roback Morse and Betsy Kerekes offer inspiration
and advice for all stages of your relationship.
With research conducted by the Ruth Institute and
almost fifty years of marriage experience between
them, authors Jennifer Roback Morse and Betsy
Kerekes have compiled their best tips to inspire
and support Catholic singles during all stages of
dating and engagement. The life-changing ideas in
101 Tips for Marrying the Right Person offer
short, practical suggestions that will help you
find a mate and build a strong relationship.
You’ll find advice for meeting other Catholic
singles, questions to ask yourself before getting
too serious, and topics to talk about before
engagement. Tips include: When you’re on the first
date, or once you’re in a relationship, see the
other person for who they are. Avoid thinking you
can change him or her; only God can do that. Don’t
expect your significant other to be perfect when
you know that you are not. If you’re interested in
someone who isn’t Catholic, have an open
discussion about how you each expect faith to
impact your relationship and potential marriage.
Morse and Kerekes clearly articulate the
challenges that face single Catholics today. The
hook-up and cohabitation culture is prevalent in
our society and in the media, making the
temptation to succumb strong. The authors want you
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to know that you aren’t weak for being interested
in these options, but you are strong enough to
resist them. You can combat these challenges by
recognizing single life and dating as ideal times
to discern your own call to the vocation of
marriage as well as your dating relationship’s
readiness for the sacrament.
  The 10 Commandments of Marriage Ed
Young,2008-09-01 In words that are profound, often
humorous, but always biblical, Ed Young draws from
decades of counseling couples to provide ten
commandments for a lifelong marriage that sizzles.
God wants your marriage to be nothing short of
incredible. And it could all begin with this
amazing book.
  The Newlywed's Instruction Manual Caroline
Tiger,2014-05-06 From communication and
cohabitation to in-laws, money, and sex, this
guide is for every couple who is just starting out
their new life together. At last! A guide to that
crucial first year of marriage! You’ve exchanged
your vows, cut the cake, and danced your first
dance. Now what? The wedding may be over but the
marriage has just begun. You’re in the honeymoon
period now, but when reality sets in you’ll likely
be full of questions: Is arguing normal? How do we
decorate when we have two completely different
styles? How do I deal with the in-laws? Are we
ready for children? Fortunately, The Newlywed’s
Instruction Manual is here to help you and your
spouse navigate the ins and outs of those early
years of marriage.
  Marriage Dos & Don'ts Queen Modupe
Agbomofuegbe,2023-11-17 Marriage Dos and Don'ts is
a self-help guide focused on problem solving and
improving communication in Marriage marriages and
long-term relationships. This type of book
provides guidance and practical advice for couples
who are facing challenges and want to strengthen
their bond in a manner The main purpose of this
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book is to provide tools and strategies that
couples can use to effectively deal with their
problems. This book covers a summarized variety of
topics related to relationships, such as effective
communication, building trust and dealing with
specific issues such as infidelity or financial
hardship. in addition to all these, it also covers
areas that contribute to a sweet and successful
marriage. This may include exploring each
partner's needs, desires and balancing
responsibilities and practical tips for improving
emotional and physical intimacy. This book has
been specially reduced to help you understand and
solve issues in marriage. You can have the
knowledge on good marriage on the goal. You don't
get bored while learning
  Don'ts for Wives Blanche Ebbutt,2015-02-27 Art
is a hard mistress, and there is no art quite so
hard as that of being a wife. So begins this
entertaining and enlightening booklet of Don'ts
for Wives. Discussing such categories as How to
Avoid Discord, Financial Matters, Food, and
Evenings at Home, Don'ts for Wives is full of
advice for ways in a which a proper and loving
wife should behave toward her husband. Each
chapter is comprised of a list of don'ts that
wives should follow if they wish to run a
successful home and keep their husbands happy.
While much of the advice is outdated, a surprising
number of her recommendations are still applicable
today. A delightful glimpse into turn-of-the-
century British life, Don'ts for Wives is for
anyone interested in etiquette, sociology, or who
is just looking for a laugh. Also part of this
series are Don'ts for Husbands and Don'ts for
Mothers, available from Cosimo Classics.
  Don't Marry; or, Advice on How, When and Who to
Marry James W. Donovan,2022-06-02 An 1890
collection of wonderfully explained do's and
don'ts about whom one should marry and whom one
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should not. Through this work, the author gives
invaluable advice on the important decision of
marriage. He makes a great effort to let people
know when and why one should and shouldn't marry
an individual and what one should and shouldn't do
in order to prevent an unhappy married life. In
addition, the arguments presented in this work
give a clear picture of the traditions and beliefs
of the time regarding marriage.
  The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F*ck Mark
Manson,2016-09-13 #1 New York Times Bestseller
Over 10 million copies sold In this generation-
defining self-help guide, a superstar blogger cuts
through the crap to show us how to stop trying to
be positive all the time so that we can truly
become better, happier people. For decades, we’ve
been told that positive thinking is the key to a
happy, rich life. F**k positivity, Mark Manson
says. Let’s be honest, shit is f**ked and we have
to live with it. In his wildly popular Internet
blog, Manson doesn’t sugarcoat or equivocate. He
tells it like it is—a dose of raw, refreshing,
honest truth that is sorely lacking today. The
Subtle Art of Not Giving a F**k is his antidote to
the coddling, let’s-all-feel-good mindset that has
infected American society and spoiled a
generation, rewarding them with gold medals just
for showing up. Manson makes the argument, backed
both by academic research and well-timed poop
jokes, that improving our lives hinges not on our
ability to turn lemons into lemonade, but on
learning to stomach lemons better. Human beings
are flawed and limited—not everybody can be
extraordinary, there are winners and losers in
society, and some of it is not fair or your fault.
Manson advises us to get to know our limitations
and accept them. Once we embrace our fears,
faults, and uncertainties, once we stop running
and avoiding and start confronting painful truths,
we can begin to find the courage, perseverance,
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honesty, responsibility, curiosity, and
forgiveness we seek. There are only so many things
we can give a f**k about so we need to figure out
which ones really matter, Manson makes clear.
While money is nice, caring about what you do with
your life is better, because true wealth is about
experience. A much-needed grab-you-by-the-
shoulders-and-look-you-in-the-eye moment of real-
talk, filled with entertaining stories and
profane, ruthless humor, The Subtle Art of Not
Giving a F**k is a refreshing slap for a
generation to help them lead contented, grounded
lives.
  Marriage Counseling for Couples: On How to Fix
Your Marriage Lucy Vialli,2014-06-01 are you
having problems with your marriage? If you are and
are desperately trying to find a viable set of
solutions to fix the problem then you need to get
copy of Marriage Counseling for Couples: On How to
Fix Your Marriage. The book is filled with great
tips that can help any couple, to fix the problems
that they are having no matter how dire the
situation may seem at the outset. Communication is
one of the main points that are highlighted
throughout the book. Without communication a
relationship is doomed. Learn how to get back to
the love in the marriage by resolving and
compromising with a copy of this book.
  Lists to Love By for Busy Husbands Mark
Merrill,Susan Merrill,2017-01-03 The founders of
Family First, Mark and Susan Merrill, present a
collection of lists created for the busy husband
who wants a more intimate, fulfilling union with
his wife. Husbands and wives bring different
personalities, upbringings, experiences, and
expectations into their marriage, which can lead
to miscommunication and emotional turmoil. LISTS
TO LOVE BY FOR BUSY HUSBANDS presents practical
dos and don'ts along with step-by-step advice for
husbands who want to bridge the emotional gap and
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improve their marriage. Mark and Susan Merrill
understand that couples crave love, but don't
always know how to express it to one another.
These thirty lists will carry husbands through an
entire month of learning to love their wives more
deeply--wisdom they will come back to again and
again. These real-life answers from a Christian
perspective will help readers evaluate, refresh,
and strengthen their own marriage.
  Four Secrets to a Forever Marriage Michael
Letney,Karen Hardin,2015-07-21 Michael Letney
reveals and explains the four behaviors that lead
to a long, happy, and committed marriage.
  So You Think You Are Married ...Ten Tips on How
to Live Like It. Michael K. Lea,2010-12-29 The
number one response from couples who are working
through the ten tips is that their prayer life has
been transformed. This book is an exciting tool to
assist couples in developing unity in their
marriage. Working through the tips and developing
unity produces peace, balance, and laughter. This
book is to be used by couples, small groups,
individuals, pastors and counselors. It provides
practical insights for relationship success based
on years of working with couples. Each lesson ends
with assignments that will help the reader apply
the tips provided in the lesson. The material is
presented in a concise straight forward method
that allows the reader to get right to the point
of the lesson. The presentation style allows the
book to be used effectively for seminars and
classes. It is designed with a workbook style to
be fun and challenging. If you are serious about
enhancing and protecting your marriage, while at
the same time growing deeper in love with your
spouse, than this is the book to read.
  How Happy Is Your Marriage? Sophie
Keller,2011-11-22 This book guides readers through
the top 50 tips for creating a healthy, happy
relationship that will last forever. From
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improving communication to disagreeing the right
way and knowing which simple changes--like buying
a new mattress--can lead to better sex, the book
includes the essential information couples need to
make their relationships work.
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